
Loan origination and monitoring by banks is a key part of financial market regulation. The European Banking Authority (EBA) issued a gui-

deline in its GL/2020/06, which is intended to contribute to strengthening the regulation of the loan origination and monitoring process at 

banks. The aim of this directive is to minimize the risks of loan defaults and to increase the stability of the financial system. The purpose is to 

expand precautionary measures and specifying the requirements for the ongoing monitoring of loan origination so that potential risks can 

be recognized at an early stage and their occurrence prevented.

The strategic objective of monitoring is that the procedures for controlling, measuring and mitiga-

ting credit risks are improved. In our experience, the first LOaM audits (OSI, Deep Dives) have already 

been carried out by the ECB/JSTs, sometimes with a strict/critical view of implemented processes and 

procedures.

 1) ECB Banking Supervision - Regulatory priorities for 2022-2024 (europa.eu)

An early preparation of regulatory reviews, critical implementation reviews and/or 

referral to consultation is urgent due to the impact on a wide range of business areas 

and the regulatory focus placed on them.

Overview of implementation deadlines and action requirement

SI banks - ECB regulatory priorities 2022-2024

Loan Or iginat ion and Monitor ing (LOaM)

LOaM - EBA-Guideline

2008 2008 2008

Publication

Finalization of the EBA guide-
lines on loan origination and 
monitoring ("Guidelines on loan 
origination and monitoring").

May 29, 2020

New Business

Start of validity for new business - 
simultaneous cancellation of ear-
lier guidelines (EBA/GL/2015/11 
phased implementation at ECB 
monitored institutions (SI).

from June 30, 2021

Transfer MaRisk

In line with the proportionality 
principle the guidelines form part 
of the current consultation on 
the 7th MaRisk amendment (RS 
06/2022).

2023 (planned)

Portfolio Business

Full implementation of the 
guidelines for the entire 
portfolio business.

by June 30, 2024

Relevance for LSI banks

The 7th MaRisk amendment implements the EBA guidelines in national regulatory practice - simulta-

neously with further changes.



targens - Holistic consulting  
approach for your institution

Do you have any questions or  
would you like more information?  
Then get in touch with us!

Your direct contact: 

Competence Center  
Risk Management
risikomanagement@targens.de

LOaM - EBA-Guideline

Reconciliation of the bank's own systems and 

processes with the minimum requirements of 

the EBA/MaRisk

Early consideration/forecast of possible effects 

on the loan portfolio, models of early warning 

systems, IT systems, etc.

LOaM Review: Proactive implementation review 

(outside-in view) and proposals for readjustment 

in advance to possible audits

Implementation roadmap for closing the gaps

Identifying action requirements in the organiz-

ation

Possibility of control/re-adjustment during 

implementation

Audit support: communication documents for 

external and internal audits, preparation of com-

munication documents, argumentation aids and 

remediation of audit findings by internal audit, 

auditors or regulatory authorities, preparation of 

individual implementation decisions

Involvement of relevant areas/units and de-

ployment collaboration model and/or project 

structure

Prioritization of the action requirement 

GAP analysis

Impact analysis

LOaM Review/Support with the testing process

Action planning

Key challenges of the implementation

Technology-based models in loan origination and credit monitoring must be explainab-

le. Samples must be sufficient and representative.

Technological innovations

First-time anchoring of ESG factors in loan origination business (EBA GL & seventh  

amendment of MaRisk).

ESG factors

Relevant data for a credit risk analysis must be integrated into an automatic proces-

sing procedure. In addition, a single view of customer data (Single Customer View) is 

essential.

Data & IT-Infrastructure

The EBA guidelines regulate the conditions framework and require consistency with the 

business and risk strategy. Adequate documentation must be provided.

Pricing

The valuation will be carried out according to international standards (IVSC). Different 

procedures may be used for new valuations.

Collateral valuation

Sensitivity analyses must be carried out for a wide range of loans (e.g. consumer loans, 

or commercial loans to medium and large enterprises).

Sensitivity analysis

Early warning indicators are emphasized (compare 7th MaRisk amendment). These must 

fulfill quantitative and qualitative requirements.

Early warning indicators

To avoid conflicts of interest, there must be no false incentives for lenders. The credit 

quality must have appropriate parameters.

Conflicts of interest

As an expert house for banking, compliance and digital innovation, targens is the leading 

provider of consulting and software solutions. Based in Germany, Austria and Switzerland, 

the company combines 30 years of experience in the development of internationally proven 

compliance services for financial institutions with forward-looking and disruptive technolo-

gies. Through the use of artificial intelligence and blockchain technology, we create innova-

tive products that offer our customers the highest added value. With its consulting portfolio, 

targens supports clients in their banking and corporate management, their trading activities 

and the protection of business processes.


